
ILS funds
2018 2020

% allocated in insurance 8% 11%
% allocated in direct reinsurance 48% 39%
% allocated in retrocessional reinsurance 25% 37%
%  allocated in mixed/unknown/other/choose 

not to disclose 19% 13%
37% > 25% — The average portion of a portfolio that ILS funds 
allocate to retrocessional reinsurance has increased since our 2018 survey.

ILS market growth in the next five years, 2018 versus 2020

Growth expectations are less bullish than in our 2018 survey but are  
still positive. An emerging market threat and opportunity, cited by  
80%, is climate change.

Source: Willis Towers Watson 2020 Global ILS Market Survey
The web-based survey of 122 global ILS participants was fielded between June and August 2020.

Broad appeal of  
ILS remains, despite  
recent tests 
Willis Towers Watson 2020 Global  
ILS Market Survey findings snapshot

End investors
Catastrophe losses and COVID-19 haven’t dented investor 
enthusiasm for insurance-linked securities (ILS), based on the 82% 
that intend to increase or maintain allocation in the next 12 months. 

 9% Significant increase
  (>10%)

 32% Slight increase/
  Rebalancing

 41% No change

 14% Slight decrease

 4% Significant decrease/
  Full redemption

Insurance and reinsurance 
companies
More North American companies access ILS capacity than their 
international counterparts (63% vs. 53%). They also derive a larger 
share of total capacity from it.  

 ILS use  No ILS use    Previous ILS use, but discontinued

North America International Total

Insurance and reinsurance companies that have made ILS claims 
mostly rebuff suggestions of complexity; 63% said the process was 
easier or the same as standard reinsurance.
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Corporate risk managers
It’s early days in this segment of the market, but:

1/3 of respondents expect to  
use ILS in the next three years. 

3/4 of others would consider  
it with more information.

 3% Decline

 11% 0% – 5%

 26% 5% – 10%

 60% >10%

 0% Decline

 0% 0% – 5%

 8% 5% – 10%

 92% >10%

2020 2018

Cyber and terror risks are a far less attractive ILS proposition for end 
investors than for insurers and reinsurers. The opposite is true of life, 
accident and health risks.

 End investors   Insurers and reinsurers

Cyber Terror
Life, accident  
and health

5% 9% 46%
46% 36% 27%


